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The seventh volume of Q. David Bowers's multiple-book Whitman Encyclopedia of Obsolete Paper

Money covers in great detail the states of Alabama, Arkansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi,

Tennessee and Texas. Bowers gives his historical narrative for every town, city, and bank involved

in producing notes in these states from 1792 to 1866; note-by-note values in multiple grades,

current rarity levels, and significant auction results, and other market data based on ongoing

research; full-color images, and more.Volume 7 is the second volume on the South Atlantic states;

one more volume will complete the region. Earlier volumes studied New England in similar detail,

and subsequent volumes will cover the Mid-Atlantic and Southwest states.
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The seventh volume of Q. David Bowers's multiple-book Whitman Encyclopedia of Obsolete Paper

Money covers in great detail the states of Alabama, Arkansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi,

Tennessee, and Texas. Bowers gives historical narrative for every town, city, and bank involved in

producing notes in these states from 1792 to 1866; note-by-note values in multiple grades, current

rarity levels, significant auction results, and other market data based on ongoing research; full-color

images; and more.   Volume 7 is the second volume on the South Atlantic states; one more volume

will cover the remaining Southern states in similar detail.

Q. David Bowers is an American numismatist. Beginning in 1952, Bowers's contributions to



numismatics have continued uninterrupted and unabated to the present day. He has been involved

in the selling of rare coins since 1953 when he was a teenager. A 1960 graduate of the

Pennsylvania State University, Q. David Bowers was given the Alumni Achievement Award by that

institution's College of Business Administration. --This text refers to an alternate Hardcover edition.

Great book, invaluable amount of data and history, first rate research on a subject where it is difficult

to find any information. I own the first seven volumes and use them regularly prior to purchasing any

banknotes.The problem, and the reason for the one star rating, is the incredibly weak binding. I

ordered two books from different sellers and had to return both of them because they were literally

falling out of the bindings before I could remove them from the package; one text I did not even

open. On the first text I ordered the inside page was separating from the cover; on the other there

was a two inch crack running up the outside of the spine and the pages were already separating. If

you buy this volume, you should also purchase a three ring binder to place the pages in. A pity such

a monumental work in this field has been placed in the cheapest binding Whitman could find. I have

seen paperbacks with better bindings. We contacted the company and they offered to replace it with

a "selected" one at a higher price than I could find it on ... You decide...

Great reference book. I purchased this book as a gift for the Tennessee paper money information.

The low rating is because the binding on the book is broken. I exchanged the book and received

one with worse breakage. Be prepared for a damaged book.

Excellent source for VA obsolete currency, valid and spurious notes. Also, has very good images of

notes.

wonderful

Compared to Friedberg's 'The Official Red Book' the Witman Encyclopedia represents a

professional, but easily understandable approach. I am happy that I bought it at the

reccommendation of my American friends. As a pensioner and numismatic my main field of interest

is the history of US paper money.I.Hidvegi, a collector from Hungary

Amazing details of a little known paper currency specialty, Obsolete Money. Incredible research and

great info. Highly recommended.



Great book. Lots of pictures to accompany the details. A good amount of history in there too so you

can understand the context in which these things were created.

As a long time dealer in early US Paper Money I can say unequivocally say that this is the finest

book ever published on that subject.
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